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With all the nutrition information (and misinformation) 
out there it can be difficult to know what advice we 
should be following and what’s not worth listening to. 

What do generally healthy nutrition, sports nutrition, 
and medical nutrition therapy all have in common?

• Individualized

• Results Driven

• Practical

Look for credible and credentialed sources of nutrition information. 

• Dietitians and Doctors 

• NOT Social Media 

• NOT your Sister's Boyfriend or your Personal Trainer 

The Big Mystery

• Intuitive Eating isn’t always practical, especially in the beginning. As you become 
more confident with IE, you may it valuable to build a nutrition routine –
incorporating certain foods into your diet with more regularity. This will help you 
build a more sustainable long-term nutrition program. 

• When seeking nutrition advice, be skeptical of bold claims and fear mongering. 
Milk doesn’t cause cancer. Blueberries don’t cure cancer. 
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The Macronutrients
carbohydrates

protein
fat
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Carbohydrates
An essential source of energy, carbs are easily digested and 
metabolized to provide fuel for all our bodies’ systems. 
o Carbs are found in a variety of foods like grains, starchy vegetables, 

fruits, dairy, and sweets. 

Protein
Important for our muscle recovery and cell repair. We may worry about 
getting enough protein but most of us are eating sufficient amounts. 
o The best sources of protein are eggs, meat, and dairy. Protein is also 

found in beans, nuts, and legumes. 
o Diets that contain protein from a variety of animal and plant sources 

(not just meat) have been shown to result in improved health 
outcomes. 

Fat
Critical for protecting vital organs, improving immune function, and 
storing energy. Fats are slow to digest helping to keep us full and 
satisfied. 
o Good sources of fat include butter and oils, egg yolks, full fat dairy, 

avocados and nut butter. 

Nutrition 
Basics

MACRONUTRIENTS
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General Healthy Eating

Fruits and 
Vegetables

Grains

Protein

USDA MYPLATE

Starchy 
Vegetables or 

Grains

Non-Starchy 
Vegetables

Protein

MYPLATE VARIATION
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MyPlate Variation

• Carbohydrates from a wider variety of 
sources

• A heftier does of those anti-oxidant rich 
and nutrient dense veggies

• A larger serving of protein to increase 
satiety ; also provides added fats

Starchy 
Vegetables or 

Grains

Non-Starchy 
Vegetables

Protein

MYPLATE VARIATION
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Why?
o Starchy vegetables like 

sweet potatoes and beans 
are great sources of 
carbohydrates and tend to 
be more nutrient dense than 
grains. 

o We need carbs to fuel our 
daily  activity – increasing 
carbohydrate intake can help 
you maintain your energy 
through your workday or 
your workout!

Starchy Vegetables or Grains

Starchy 
Vegetables 

or Grains

Non-Starchy 
Vegetables

Protein

MYPLATE VARIATION
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Starchy Vegetables or Grains

Nutrient Dense Starchy Veggies & Grains: 
Whole Grains:

• Whole or sprouted grain bread
• Brown rice or whole grain pasta
• Bran cereal, oatmeal, grits
• Look for labels that say “100% Whole Grain”

Starchy Vegetables:
• Beans – black beans, pinto beans, chick peas (and hummus!)
• Potatoes – the more colorful the better
• Corn – also considered a whole grain 

Seeds and Legumes:
• Peas and lentils
• Quinoa, chia, and flax seeds
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Why?
o Vegetables are loaded with nutrients 

that are essential for optimal cell 
function, energy production, and 
recovery:
• Potassium and Vitamin B for ATP 

synthesis 
• Magnesium and Vitamin C for recovery

o Vegetables are high in anti-oxidants to 
combat oxidative stress

o Diets high in vegetables have been 
associated with reduced chronic 
inflammation

o Because veggies are low in fat, sodium, 
and calories but are very filling because 
of their high fiber content

Non-Starchy Vegetables

Starchy 
Vegetables 

or Grains

Non-Starchy 
Vegetables

Protein

MYPLATE VARIATION
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Protein 

Why?
o Protein is the main structural component of our cells and tissue and 

dietary protein is used to repair muscle damage. 
o Adequate protein is an essential components of a nutritious diet 

however protein needs can be met relatively easily. 
A 130lb women needs apx 60 g PRO daily 
(this is 1 g PRO/KG) 
2 eggs = 12g
5 oz Greek yogurt = 15g
4 oz chicken breast = 34g
¼ cup almonds = 8g
6 oz salmon = 43g
Total = 112g

Starchy 
Vegetables 

or Grains

Non-Starchy 
Vegetables

Protein

MYPLATE VARIATION
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Fat

Saturated Fat – Often villainized, saturated fats are actually essential for 
immune function, hormone production, and cellular structure. 

• Saturated fats are solid at room temperature
• Typically from animal sources like fatty meats and dairy

Medium Chain Triglycerides – Because of their shortened length, MCT’s are 
quickly and easily converted into energy. Some evidence indicates this may 
be beneficial for improving athletic performance. 

• MCT’s are saturated fats found in plants 
• Good examples include avocado, nuts, and coconut oil

Omega 3 Fatty Acids – A specific type of unsaturated fat that cannot be 
produced by our bodies and has anti-inflammatory properties. 

• Unsaturated fats are liquid at room temperature
• Good sources of Omega 3 FA’s are fatty fish, flax and chia seeds, walnuts, olive, 

flax, and canola oil

Why?
Although fat isn’t specifically 
indicated on MyPlate it is a 
critically important nutrient.
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Finding
Balance
How do we build a nutritious 
diet without restriction? 
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Remember that all foods are morally equivalent. There are no good 
foods or bad foods – it’s all just food! Even so, it’s important to balance 

our food choices to ensure we’re meeting our nutritional needs. 
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Nutritious foods vs . . . 

The 80 – 20 Guideline
» About 80% of your foods are 

more nutritious (whole 
grains, fruits and veggies, 
lean protein)

» 20% of foods are more 
discretionary 

“What meal is this?”
» I’ve found it helpful to ask 

myself “what meal is this” 
when I’m offered a 
discretionary food that I 
wouldn’t typically eat. 

» For example – a bagel in the 
breakroom. It’s too big for a 
snack and too small for 
lunch. Plus I generally want 
something more nutritious 
than a bagel for lunch. 

Mindfulness Questions:
» Did I eat a wide variety of foods today?
» Did I eat a few good servings of vegetables?
» Was my food colorful? (vs. mostly 

white/brown)
» Did I eat foods that made me feel good?
» Did I eat foods I enjoyed?
The goal is to answer "yes" to most (not 
necessarily all) of these questions. 

• In Intuitive Eating, we don’t classify foods as bad, junk, or unhealthy. No food is 
inherently better than any other. 

• But as a dietitian I know that some foods provide lots of macro and micronutrients 
while others mostly offer high caloric content and taste. 

• (I try to avoid classifying pizza and ice-cream as “delicious” foods – I think Brussels 
sprouts are delicious too!!) 

• I’ve found it helpful to think of foods like donuts and candy as “play foods”, 
“discretionary foods”, or “less nutrient dense foods” – use whichever classification 
you feel most comfortable with that doesn’t leave you feeling that one food is 
superior to another

• This requires a bit of cognitive dissonance . . . I know!
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Foods that may be difficult to 
eat intuitively:

• Foods with lots of bold flavors – think Doritos 

• Some foods that are high in salt, sugar, or fat

• Some foods with interesting textures

• Foods that don’t taste as good as you’d hoped – you might 
keep eating because the flavor isn’t satisfying  

• “Diet” foods like low cal ice cream or cookies that don’t
satisfy your craving

Remember you can still eat sugary, salty, crunchy foods! 
Just be extra mindful if you know you tend to overeat 
them. On the other hand, try to avoid foods that you

don’t find satisfying.
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Explore new
flavors
Find more satisfaction from your
foods by exploring flavors beyond
salt, sugar, and fat

• Can a fresh peach be as delicious 
as a bowl of ice cream? 

• Can roasted peppers and onions 
enhance the flavor of your pasta 
sauce?

• Can a salad loaded with your
favorite toppings be more
comforting than pizza?
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• Salt, sugar, and fat are like the reality TV of food. They’re awesome but totally 
uncomplicated. We need TV shows that are a little more nuanced too – something 
to challenge us. 

• It takes about two weeks for our taste buds to adjust to new flavors. Give yourself 
time to get used to new foods and don’t panic if you don’t immediately love 
Brussel’s sprouts. 

• I always try something three times before I give up on it. If, after the third try, I 
really don’t like it – I stop eating it. If I’ve had indigestion consistently – I stop 
eating it (even if I enjoy the taste.)
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Questions?
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